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Everyone looked at Levi Garrison in surprise.

Why can’t he be so angry and disappointed?

It seems that Chen Kong is too weak…

impossible, right?

How strong is Chen Kong?

Still weak?
Talk about it?

Everyone looked at him weirdly.

This person hadn’t started the fight yet, but Levi Garrison was so angry.
Chen Kong came little by little to the place of the decisive battle.

The people around were shocked, scared and admired for the strong…In

just three days, Chen Kong was completely reborn.

If this continues, he will be invincible in the world?

Anyone can be his opponent?

It may be several decades before he can wait for someone who can draw with him-the young master of
Heaven who practiced King Kong’s magical skills.

otherwise.

No one will be his opponent in this world!

This is truly invincible in the world!

Chen Kong glanced at the stone stele not far away, and he smiled.

For this ranking above, he is now desperate.

No interest at all.

After all, he is already the strongest.

“Dark God, you three should show up? Since you think I am weak and made me stronger, now I am
really stronger! Come on!”

“But I tell you, don’t think about sending me crystal energy before. , And opened the No. 76 forbidden
area to me… Don’t think I’ll appreciate you letting you go!”

“None of you can avoid fighting with me! Unless I beat you head-on! I won’t give up!”

Chen Kong’s also stated Attitude.

Must come to the challenge.

He won’t think about the sentiment of sending crystals…

Seeing this, everyone in the Gods Laboratory was relieved.

Thus.

Save too much trouble.

But as soon as Chen Kong said this, there was no response.

“Ha ha ha …… with us predicted, three of darkness God can not come!”

“That’s certainly ah! That sent energy crystals can curry favor with Chen empty, people know that the
slightest regard for mutual affection!”

“Laughable I’m going to be a turtle!”

…

Everyone began to laugh.

Mr. X in the Lab of the Gods also laughed.

Sure enough, it’s like a god!

“Aren’t you coming out yet? Are you really afraid of me? Am I that powerful?”

“A bunch of trash! Turtles with shrunken heads! Rubbish!”

…

Chen Kong couldn’t see anyone out.

Started all kinds of insults and mockery.

Many people can’t listen anymore.

“There is so much nonsense, I solved you with one punch!”

Suddenly Levi Garrison rushed towards Chen Kong under the eyes of everyone.

